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      Welcome to Pollensa Bay Villas

      If you are looking to rent a stunning luxury villa for your family and friends you are just in the right place. We are a small family business with four fully licensed holiday villas located in the North of Mallorca. Our goal is to provide you with an unforgettable holiday, so in addition to our unique facilities and spectacular settings, we also guarantee top quality services.
    
 
    
      
        Best area

        The North area of Mallorca has been one of the most elegant and popular tourist destinations for years. Our villas are located in Pollensa, Puerto Pollensa and Alcudia. Here you will find everything that you are looking for! Beaches, bars, restaurants, shops, water parks, water sports and much more.

      
 
      
        Professional service

        Best price and service are guaranteed! Here you will have direct contact with the owners. Our villas are exclusively rented and managed by us. This means no intermediaries and no unnecessary fees/commissions. We can guarantee that you will not find our villas cheaper anywhere else.

      
 
      
        Quality

       We offer the highest quality in our services with special emphasis on the cleanliness and maintenance of our properties. We work very hard to make your holidays perfect and we are available 24 hours 7 days a week to solve any problems and emergencies that may arise during your stay.

      
 
      

    
 
                  
                  
 
                  
                    Bonnix

                    Luxury rustic villa located between Alcudia and Pollensa

                      from 2,000.00 €
                      per week
                      Bonnix is one of the most beautiful holiday villas in Alcudia (North of Mallorca). This villa is situated in a quiet, privileged and elevated area offering stunning sea views ov...
                        	8
	4
	3.5
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                    Es Coster de na Llusia

                    Luxury rustic villa located between Alcudia and Pollensa

                    from 2,000.00 €
                    per week
                    Es Coster de na Llusia is one of the most beautiful holiday villas in Alcudia (North of Mallorca). This villa is situated in a quiet, privileged and elevated area offering stunn...
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                    Casa del Pinaret

                    Luxury beach villa in Puerto Pollensa

                      from 2,900.00 €
                      per week
                      Casa del Pinaret is one of the best and most popular luxury holiday villas in Puerto Pollensa (North of Mallorca). It was built in the year 2000 using the best quality materials...
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                    Ca'n Gatulux

                    Luxury rustic-modern villa in Pollensa with stunning sea views

                    from 2,900.00 €
                    per week
                    Ca’n Gatulux is a brand new villa finished in December 2017. It is one of the finest and most luxurious holiday villas in Pollensa (North of Mallorca) and is situated in a qui...
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